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Connect and Share at the Pace of Ideas
An uninterrupted exchange of information is essential for communication and
creative problem solving in groups. That’s just what the new workware mobile
easel was designed to bring to the workplace. With options for wireless or wired
connectivity, the workware easel can easily move to any work environment
creating technology enhanced collaborative spaces anywhere needed.
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Sharing

Elegant Design

Work is an activity, not a place. Sharing progress, touching
base, comparing notes, and considering multiple points
of view need to happen fluidly. The workware mobile
easel makes these activities easier with portable monitor
placement, power access and multiple connectivity options.

The easel’s clean minimal design blends seamlessly with any
environment. It’s simple form helps keep users focused on
the content being shared or presented. The wide range of
material options further enable the easel to integrate into
any work environment.

Secure and Supported

Integrates Anywhere

When using the wireless feature of workware, a number of
measures have been taken to provide a secure and supported
environment for data sharing. The wireless mode utilizes your
current secured wireless infrastructure and features a 4 digit
login code that changes with each new session. With cable
back up visitors can securely participate in wireless settings
without accessing the network.

The workware mobile monitor easel provides an elegantly
designed platform for integrating a monitor with workware
technology into public, social, open plan and work settings.
The wireless option enables complete design flexibility in
the design of collaborative spaces.

Workware is also fully supported from time of order through
installation and use. To learn more, go to http://haworth.
com/workware-support.
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